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Abstract. Collaborative tagging systems allow their users to mark re-
sources with labels thus providing metadata about shared content. This
paper presents a new reasoning engine for collaborative tagging systems.
The engine was built using Constraint Handling Rules (CHR). Through
the new engine, different application-specific properties are captured. In
addition, the engine is able to incorporate generally needed features for
reasoning such as tag hierarchies and tag co-occurrences.
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1 Introduction

Social annotation systems have grown in popularity over the web in the last
years. Such systems allow users to attach descriptors (or tags) to resources, such
as web page bookmarks in del.icio.us 1, academic publications in CiteULike 2,
and photographs in Flickr 3. The great success achieved by these services is
solid proof that annotation is a great collaboration tool. It is considered to be
an intuitive and easy way for people to describe objects.

The act of annotation serves several purposes. Tags provide precise and mean-
ingful descriptions to items. This abstracted information about the item can be
very useful in navigation, browsing, searching, and discovering subjectively in-
teresting items. Tags enable users to organize and categorize the resources they
describe as well as to query the system for resources that satisfy certain criteria.
For example, a user might search for films that are referred to as detective and
not horror. Tags can also be used to identify similar items in recommender sys-
tems. They also provide a novel source of information about the users’ interests
and preferences. This enables the identification of users with similar interests
within a given category.

The success of social annotation systems has given rise to many challenging
problems to the research community on how to fully utilize the tags available in
the systems. Tag reasoning is used to tackle problems faced by social annotation

1 https://www.delicious.com/
2 http://www.citeulike.org/
3 http://www.flickr.com/
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systems such as data sparsity, data validation, resolving ambiguity and building
user profiles. In this paper we present an inference system for tag reasoning using
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR).

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [6, 5] is a concurrent committed-choice
constraint programming language that was developed for the implementation of
constraint solvers. CHR has evolved from a language designed for writing con-
straint solvers to a general purpose language. CHR has many implementations.
However, the Prolog implementation is the most prominent one. With its declar-
ative semantics, CHR has proved to be useful in various fields of applications.
This paper uses CHR in the field of Semantic Web and collaborative tagging
systems. After the huge impact that the World Wide Web has had on people
and how they communicate [1], the Semantic Web was proposed to make use of
content that is understandable by computers [2]. The Semantic Web extends the
current web and gives data and information meanings. Through such metadata,
computers and people will be able to work together and communicate. In addi-
tion, software agents should be able to perform tasks that are hard for users [2].
To have such functionalities, the Semantic Web is built using different layers.
Some layers aim at representing and exchanging data and metadata. Other layers
are dedicated to querying. The logic layer allows for defining application-specific
and declarative rules. The proof layer executes these rules [7, 1]. There are differ-
ent rule based approaches and formalisms for the Semantic Web such as RuleML
[3]. Through this work, we aim to present CHR as the language for the Semantic
Web. We aim to prove that with its declarativity, CHR is suitable for the dif-
ferent aspects and needs of the Semantic Web. This paper, however, focuses on
annotations in collaborative tagging systems. The presented work is, to the best
of our knowledge, the first reasoning engine that uses CHR as the mechanism
for tag reasoning. This paper discusses how CHR was used to be the basis of a
new reasoning engine for a collaborative tagging system. This paper is divided
as follows: in Section 2, CHR is introduced. Section 3 introduces the newly im-
plemented inference system. Finally, conclusions and directions for future work
are provided.

2 CHR By Example

The rest of the section provides an example of a CHR solver that defines the
partial order relation ≤ (leq/2). This example is used to introduce the syntax
and semantics of CHR. leq(A,B) holds if A is less than or equal to B.

:- use_module(library(chr)).

:- chr_constraint leq/2.

reflexivity @ leq(X,X) <=> true.

antisymmetry @ leq(X,Y) , leq(Y,X) <=> X=Y.

idempotence @ leq(X,Y)\ leq(X,Y) <=> true.

transitivity @ leq(X,Y) , leq(Y,Z) ==> leq(X,Z).

The first rule is called reflexivity (rule names are optional). Its head consists of
a single constraint. This rule replaces constraints of the form leq(A,A) by true.
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Therefore, through such rule, any constraint of the form leq(A,A) is removed
from the constraint store. The antisymmetry rule, is another simplification rule
with two heads. Through this rule, symmetric leq constraints are replaced by
an equality constraint. Such constraint is handled through the host language
and thus Prolog does unification in this case. Simplification rules correspond to
logical equivalence, as the syntax suggests.
The third rule is a simpagation rule which is used to remove redundant copies
of the same constraint. Such rules are needed because of the multi-set semantics
of CHR. Finally, the transitivity rule is a propagation rule that adds new
constraints to the constraint store. Such added constraints could then cause
further simplification. Propagation rules correspond to logical implication.

Execution proceeds by exhaustively applying the rules to the input query.
For the query leq(A,B), leq(B,C), leq(C,A) the transitivity rule first adds
leq(A,C). Afterwards, the antisymmetry rule is applied, replacing the two con-
straints leq(A,C) and leq(C,A) by A=C. The antisymmetry rule is thus now
applicable on the first two constraints of the original query. Now all CHR con-
straints are eliminated so no further rules can be applied, and thus the answer
A=C, A=B is returned.

3 Inference System

This section introduces how CHR can be used to enhance the collaborative tag-
ging process through providing a reasoning engine. Through such engine, users
can be provided with different tag explanations and implications. In addition,
the whole process can be analyzed and studied.
In order to be able to use CHR to reason about tag annotations, such annota-
tions have to first be represented. For this purpose, a new CHR constraint called
annotation was used. For example the constraint

annotation(alex,harrypotter,sciencefiction,‘1/2/2012’,1)

means that the user with the name alex annotated the object named harrypotter

with the tag sciencefiction on the date 1/2/2012. The last argument repres-
nts the fact that this annotation was the first annotation made by alex to the
object harrypotter. The annotations added by users are thus represented in
this format in order to be able to reason about them using the provided CHR
engine.
The implemented engine is able to add different properties to the collaborative
tagging system. The rest of the section presents these features in details.

3.1 Application-Specific Inference Rules

Applications generally have their own specific rules that have to be taken into
consideration when reasoning. An example is the one presented in [4], where in
the case of annotating art objects, if at least 95% of the users chose colors as the
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first two tags, then the object was considered to be an “abstract art object”. As
introduced in Section 2, the semantics of CHR make application-specific rules
straightforward to implement using CHR rules. In this section, some examples
of application-specific rules are introduced. In addition, the implementation of
these rules using CHR is also presented.

Absence In Presence
This section discusses the class of rules where a new tag is added in the case that
a specific tag is absent in the presence of another tag. For example as presented
in [4], whenever an object has the tag bug but the tag fixed is missing, then a
new tag named todo should be added to the object. This denotes the fact that
there is a bug that was not fixed yet and has to be added to a todo list.
The special information regarding the tags to be monitored and the new tags to
be added has to be represented in a specific format understandable by the reason-
ing engine. Consequently, a CHR constraint named absenceinpresenceimplies/3

is used. For example, the constraint absenceinpresenceimplies(fixed,bug,todo)
is used to represent the case that whenever an object is annotated with the tag
bug and the tag fixed is missing, for the same object, then a new tag named
todo should be added to the object. The CHR rules used to infer the new tag
from the old ones are given below:

absinpresimplies(F,B,TD),annotation(U,I,F,_,_) ==> safe(I,F,B,TD).

absinpresimplies(F,B,TD),annotation(U,I,B,_,_) ==> dangerous(I,F,B,TD).

dangerous(I,F,B,TD),safe(I,F,B,TD)<=>true.

absinpresimplies(F,B,TD)\dangerous(I,F,B,TD) <=>

annotation(automatic,I,TD,automatic,-1).

For example, whenever an item I is tagged with fixed, then the constraint
safe(I,F,B,TD) is added to the constraint store. The second rule adds the
constraint dangerous(I,F,B,TD) whenever the item I is tagged with bug. The
third rule is a simplification rule that represents the fact that when an item is
annotated with bug and fixed, then no additional annotation is to be added.
The last rule is thus only applied whenever the item is only tagged with bug and
the new annotation with the tag todo is added.
With the data set containing the following input information:

annotation(injy,item,bug,‘1/2/2012’,1).

absenceinpresenceimplies(fixed,bug,todo).

the engine adds to the constraint store the following CHR constraint

annotation(automatic,item,todo,automatic,-1)

This constraint encodes the information that the annotated object is a bug
that was not fixed and was thus added to a todo list. In this specific example,
the user injy annotated the object with bug and the constraint
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absenceinpresenceimplies(fixed,bug,todo)

represented the fact that an item tagged with bug with no corresponding fixed

annotation has to be added to the todo list.

Tag Percentage
Another application-specific rule introduced in [4], is concerned with the case
when the class of the annotated object can be identified by the properties and
the frequency of the already used tags. In more details, the offered example
was connected with tagging art objects. The specific rule is that if at least
95% of the users use colors as their first two tags, then the tagged object is
an “abstract art object”. The offered engine can account for such cases. The
colors are represented using a special constraint. Afterwards, the percentage of
collected tags is calculated and compared with the threshold (which is 95% in
this case). The new tag can, therefore, be added after the comparison is done.
For example if the initial data set included the following annotations:

annotation(injy,artobj,red,‘1/2/2012’,1).

annotation(injy,artobj,blue,‘1/2/2012’,2).

annotation(injy,artobj,sf,‘1/2/2012’,3).

annotation(nada,artobj,green,‘1/2/2012’,1).

annotation(nada,artobj,blue,‘1/2/2012’,2).

then the engine produces the following annotation

annotation(automatic,artobj,‘abstract art’,automatic,-1)

since 100% of the users had colors as their first two annotations for this object.

3.2 General Inference Rules

This section discusses the general inference rules the engine is able to handle.
These rules are thus not application-specific and could be used for any tagging
system.

Inconsistent Tags
Inconsistency of tags is a problem that arises when an object is annotated with
conflicting tags. It might be useful to identify such objects for further anal-
ysis. The provided engine is able to perform this functionality through the
use of CHR rules. The inconsistent tags are enumerated using the constraint
inconsistent/2. Afterwards, through a propagation rule, whenever an object
is tagged with two tags that are inconsistent, the object is marked as having
inconsistent tags using the constraint itemInconsistent/1. The propagation
rule used is:

inconsistent(Tag1,Tag2),annotation(_,I,Tag1,_,_),

annotation(_,I,Tag2,_,_) ==> itemInconsistent(I).
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In this case Tag1 and Tag2 are inconsistent and the item I is tagged with both
Tag1 and Tag2 and thus is considered to have a source of inconsistency. In
addition to identifying objects with inconsistencies, it is useful to identify if a
specific user has tagged an object with inconsistent tags. In this case, such user
can be identified to be a source of noise if this behavior persists. Such users are
represented using the constraint userInconsistent/1. To identify such users,
a similar propagation rule is also used:

inconsistent(Tag1,Tag2),annotation(U,I,Tag1,_,_),

annotation(U,I,Tag2,_,_) ==> userInconsistent(U,I).

For example, given the following data set:

inconsistent(nice,ugly).

annotation(john,artobj,nice,’1/2/2012’,1).

annotation(john,artobj,blue,’1/3/2012’,2).

annotation(john,artobj,sf,’1/4/2012’,3).

annotation(alex,artobj,ugly,’1/2/2012’,1).

annotation(alex,artobj,nice,’1/3/2012’,2).

In this case, the engine produces the constraints itemInConsistent(artobj)

and userInConsistent(alex, artobj). The two tags nice and ugly were iden-
tified to be inconsistent through the constraint inconsistent(nice,ugly) in
the data set. Since the item artobj was annotated with both tags nice and ugly,
the constraint itemInConsistent(artobj) was produced. In addition, the user
alex annotated the same object (artobj) with both constraints nice and ugly

and thus the constraint userInConsistent(alex, artobj) was produced.

Tag Hierarchy
The number of annotations given by users to resources depends on their motiva-
tion to annotate. It is usually the case that this number is small, as annotation
is a tedious task. Hierarchies between tags can be used to infer non-existing tags
that are related to a resource. This adds tags to poorly annotated resources as
well as improves search recall. For example, if the resource I, Robot is assigned
the tag hard science fiction, then according to the tags hierarchy shown
in Figure 1, the tags science fiction and fiction will be added to the re-
source I, Robot. The ancestor relation between two tags is represented using
the constraint ancestor/2. The CHR rules used for inference are shown below.
The first rule covers the transitivity closure of the ancestor relation. Afterwards,
propagation is used to infer the annotations to be added to the system.
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Fig. 1: Tag Hierrachy.

ancestor(X,Y),ancestor(Y,Z) ==> ancestor(X,Z).

ancestor(X,Y), annotation(U,I,Y,D,_) ==> annotation(automatic,I,X,D,-1).

Co-occurrences
The co-occurrence technique is one of the famous techniques known from the
Social Network Analysis [10]. A co-occurrence graph is defined as an undirected
graph G = (V;E). V is the set of nodes in the graph, where each node corresponds
to a tag. E is the set of edges, where E(t1,t2) exists if both tags co-occur in
at least one item. The weight of each edge is defined as the number of items
in which the two tags co-occur. There exist several ways to construct the co-
occurrence graph [8, 9]. The different methods mainly differ in the weight value
assigned to the edges. However, the general assumption is that, the more often
two tags are used in combination, the stronger the relationship between them is.
The co-occurrence graph is used to tackle several problems, such as tag recom-
mendations, resolving tag ambiguity, learning user profiles and inferencing tag
hierarchies. The provided engine infers tag co-occurrences using the constraint
association/3. The constraint association(pyramid, egypt, 5 ) means that
the tags pyramid and egypt co-occurred in 5 resources. The following are the
rules used in the engine:

annotation(_,I,T1,_,_),annotation(_,I,T2,_,_) ==>

T1@<T2 | association(T1,T2,1).

association(T1,T2,X),association(T1,T2,Y) <=>

Z is X+Y, association(T1,T2,Z).

For example the following data set:

annotation(injy,item1,‘pyramids’,‘1/2/2012’,1).

annotation(injy,item1,‘history’,‘1/2/2012’,2).

annotation(injy,item1,‘Ancient Egyptians’,‘1/2/2012’,3).

annotation(nada,item2,‘history’,‘3/2/2012’,1).

annotation(nada,item2,‘Ancient Egyptians’,‘3/2/2012’,2).

annotation(alex,item3,‘Egyptian museum’,‘1/2/2012’,1).

annotation(alex,item3,‘Ancient Egyptians’,‘1/2/2012’,2).

corresponds to the co-occurrence graph given in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Tag Co-occurences graph.

Through the use of the reasoning engine, the following constraints are pro-
duced: association(‘Ancient Egyptians’,‘Egyptian museum’,1),
association(‘Ancient Egyptians’,’history’,2),
association(‘Ancient Egyptians’,‘pyramids’,1),
association(‘history’,’pyramids’,1) which correspond to the previous graph.
For example, the two tags ‘Ancient Egyptians’ and ‘pyramids’ co-occurred
one time together through the annotaions annotation(injy,item1,‘pyramids’,
‘1/2/2012’,1) and annotation(injy,item1,‘history’,‘1/2/2012’,2).

4 Conclusion and Future Work

CHR provided a simple and yet powerful method to implement the needed infer-
ence rules for application-specific and general purpose rules. CHR was suitable as
the basis of a reasoning engine for collaborative tagging systems due to its declar-
ativity. With CHR, the added rules are intuitive thus resulting in simple short
solvers. An example of that is the solver presented for computing co-occurrences.
The solver had only two rules. A Java program for the same purpose would, on
the other hand, be rather lengthy.

For future work, CHR rules can be added to use tag co-occurrences to learn
tag hierarchies which can enhance searching and browsing collaborative tagging
systems. Moreover, tag clustering could be introduced to overcome some of the
problems that occur with tags such as tag ambiguities and similarities. In ad-
dition, the engine can be extended with different new rules that are able to
overcome many of the problems faced in tagging systems such as validating tags
and removing any source of ambiguity. The engine can be also extended to be
used for recommendations and for profiling users.
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